ALEXANDER STUART WATT was an ecologist who made a major contribution to the study of British vegetation. The ideas on the dynamics of plant communities in his Presidential Address to the British Ecological Society in 1947, 'Pattern and process in the plant community' revolutionized the understanding of natural vegetation throughout the world. H e was a scientist of a kind which is now uncommon; though always ready to advise those who sought his help, he rarely worked in collaboration, but made his major and lasting contribution to the understanding of vegetation entirely by his own work. He carried out extensive and meticulous field work, which was continued long after formal retirement, gave deep consideration to the data and presented his results in papers which are models of precision and clarity.
of the boys did well in medicine and the other took a first in mathematics at Cambridge, four of the girls took honours degrees at Aberdeen and four went to the Teacher Training Centre.
Watt commented 'in my youth, the future held prospects in farming or, if profes sionally inclined, parson, doctor or teacher. It seems odd to me now that none of our teachers ever showed us any wider prospects or told us about possibilities and when the headmaster brought a form and said "Fill that up", we just did it, committing ourselves to training in the teaching profession'(ASW). It was imperative that he should win a bursary to help him through the university. To concentrate on the subjects he was to sit for the bursary competition, he moved to Robert G ordon's College, Aberdeen, for six months. In the bursary competition he was placed 16th out of about 400 candidates.
His bursary was for Arts, but he had by then decided that school teaching was not for him. His elder brother George, who had preceded him to Aberdeen University, told him of the Agriculture degree instituted a few years earlier and he was attracted to this. Careful study of the timetable showed that he could complete the courses for both the B.Sc.(Agr) and the M.A. degrees in three years and one term, though this meant taking some third year subjects in the first year as well as normal first year subjects. So he entered the University in ApriM910 and by hard work obtained the degrees of M.A. (including English, logic and political economy) and B.Sc.(Agr.) in 1913.
He had attended, as part of the agriculture course, lectures by William Dawson, the first lecturer in forestry, and was attracted by the subject. Dawson advised him to do pure science and especially to study ecology. In the 1913-14 session he attended advanced courses in botany, zoology and chemistry, intending to take the final examination in botany that year and in the other subjects the following year. H e passed in botany with distinction and shared the Collie prize for botany with W.G. Ogg (later Sir William Ogg) Director of Rothamsted Experimental Station).
In 1914 it was decided that forestry at Aberdeen should have degree status (Matthews 1975) . W att's plans to complete a pure science degree were changed when P. Leslie, who had replaced Dawson on the latter's move to Cambridge, suggested that he should apply for a Carnegie Scholarship to go to Germany for special training and return to Aberdeen to lecture on Forest Botany and Forest Zoology. H e obtained a Carnegie Scholarship and started to learn German, but the outbreak of the First World War in August 1914 put an end to his plans. Instead, he was advised by Dawson to go to Cambridge to work under A.G. (later Sir Arthur) Tansley, then the leading British plant ecologist.
E a r l y c a r e e r a n d w a r -s e r v i c e
Tansley accepted Watt as a candidate for the degree of B.A. by research, which entailed a year's residence in Cambridge, and suggested that he investigate the widespread failure of regeneration of British oakwoods. With the sudden change of plans, he arrived in Cambridge a fortnight late and without having obtained admission to a college. Rules had been somewhat relaxed and William Dawson, by now lecturer in forestry in Cambridge, 'more or less took charge and the necessary steps [for me] to join the non-collegiate body -Fitzwilliam Hall'(ASW). The Botany School was crowded, so he took himself off to the Forestry Department, where he spent the first term largely in extending his knowledge of forestry. In the year he spent in Cambridge he visited numerous oakwoods and carried out an extensive programme of observation and experiment. Before returning to Aberdeen he also spent six weeks at the Royal College of Science, improving his knowledge of insects.
W att took up the post of Lecturer in Forest Botany and Forest Zoology in Aberdeen in 1915 and taught there until in March 1916 the whole departm ent (two staff and two students) joined the army. W att joined the Royal Engineers, who were then asking for men with some knowledge of chemistry. He was sent to France for training in the use of the Stokes trench mortar and went into action on the first day of the Battle of the Somme. Early in 1917 he had a lucky escape when a shell landed only six feet away from him but failed to explode. After 17 months in France he had his first leave. In 1918 he was badly gassed by a premature burst from a nearby gun and in December of that year he was demobilized early on account of ill-health. 'I slowly grew better, weak physically, my nerves were shattered and I suppose I have never really re covered'(AS W). H e returned to normal life and slowly improved, though for the rest of his life he had only one functional lung.
In his only non-scientific publication, aptly entitled " finishing school": being the war-notes o f a university lecturer (58)*, he later wrote of his war-time experiences in an article which, as Gimingham (1986) says, 'gives a rare glimpse of his personal philos ophy and displays to advantage his skill as a writer'. In it he ranged widely over the differing personalities of those he met, the contrasts between the landscapes and cultures of Britain and France and the effects of war on the young men involved.
W att returned to Cambridge to complete the residence requirements for the B.A. by research, which was awarded in 1919, before resuming his lectureship at Aberdeen. He resolved to continue work on woodlands and followed Tansley's suggestion that he should examine the failure of regeneration in beech woods. He started work on the South Downs and spent the summer vacations there, travelling to and from Aberdeen by motor cycle, a trip which took three days' travelling. His prolonged absences from Aberdeen roused curiosity about whom he went to see. His answer was 'I went with Ivy to see Flora' -'Ivy' was the make of motor cycle! At about this time the University of Cambridge introduced the degree of Ph.D. and Watt applied to be registered as a candidate. In view of his previous research experience, his war-service and Tansley's assurance that further residence was not essential for his work, he was accepted as a candidate without further residential requirement. His Ph.D., awarded in 1923, was one of the first biological Ph.D.'s to be gained in Britain and probably the first ecological one.
On the South Downs he stayed with a forester and his family. This man had a remarkable memory and could tell him much about the vegetation cover in his grandfather's time. 'I did not realise it then, but I have done so since that this was one of the best areas in the whole country if not actually in Europe where one could follow the whole process of invasion and succession both in space and time. I saw the spatial arrangement, and the forester's memory checked by growth rings etc., confirmed the temporal change.'(AS W) H e extended his work to the yew-woods of the South Downs and later to the beechwoods of the Chiltern Hills.
The Forestry D epartm ent at Aberdeen was revived on the return of Leslie and W att from war-service. The first graduate was G.K. Fraser, later H ead of the D epartm ent of Soil Organic M atter at the Macaulay Institute of Soil Research, who was appointed to a lectureship. His interests and W att's were fruitfully combined in work on tree roots and the field layer (13).
Having completed his work on the beechwoods of southern England, W att resolved to look at local vegetation in Aberdeenshire, dealing first with the planted beech of shelter belts and later with the pinewoods. He published 'preliminary observations' on the beechwoods but the work was never completed. In the autumn of 1928 he was informed by the University that financial stringency forced it to discontinue his appointment from August 1929. This was a dreadful blow, the more so in that he had shortly before become engaged to Annie Constable Kennaway. They had met at Carden Place Church in Aberdeen, which they both attended, and they planned to be married the following year. Annie Kennaway was the youngest child and only daughter of William Kennaway and his wife Jessie Mackintosh Barclay of Perth. H er father, who had trained as a master baker and confectioner, had moved to Aberdeen as a young man and set up the business of Kennaway's, bakers and confectioners, which still bears that name. She had trained in domestic science, but never practised professionally.
A time of national retrenchment was a difficult one on which to be seeking a new post. Fortunately the Imperial Bureau of Entomology at Farnham Royal was seeking a botanist to collaborate with entomologists on the biological control of weeds and Watt was the successful candidate. He was married in July 1929 and he and Annie Watt went to live in a cottage at Farnham Common. However, they were there for a few months only as he was invited to become Gurney Lecturer in the Departm ent of Forestry of the University of Cambridge and they moved to Cambridge in October 1929.
C a m b r i d g e
W att had not seen Cambridge 'normal'. In 1914 'most men were away and those in residence restless' (ASW). When he returned for a term just after the War he 'saw many others return, full of spirit and fun. I was still recovering from my gassing in France and had to take things easy physically, so in general had to lie low' (ASW Once settled in Cambridge and with the Congress over W att considered what research he wanted to do. The scope of his work on woodlands had broadened considerably from his early studies of regeneration; he was deeply interested in their general ecology, particularly their diversity of composition, their soils, their develop ment and their relationships to neighbouring communities. Cambridgeshire was very poorly wooded but in the Breckland of north-west Suffolk and south-west Norfolk the Forestry Commission had started in the early 1920s an extensive programme of planting on marginal land. While he would have preferred natural forest or semi-natu ral woodland, he thought these plantations would repay study, but 'first I considered it desirable to find out something about the natural or semi-natural vegetation' (ASW). H e and Mrs W att spent some time having a preliminary ldok at much of Breckland 'primarily to check previous deductions about the vegetation but also to see just what was there [Farrow (1925) had done pioneer work on Breckland]. This took us over a large part of Breckland but before we had traversed the whole we came to Lakenheath Warren, where the variety of soil and the variation in problems offered decided me to use the area for observation and experiment' (ASW). Thus the researches were started which were to occupy him for most of the remainder of his long and active life.
W att was to have one more change of post. As a result of a national review of provision for the teaching of forestry, the Cambridge department was closed in 1933. The University wisely retained W att's services and he moved to the Botany School as Lecturer in Forest Botany, a post he retained until his retirement in 1959, but the title of which scarcely reflected his wide interests in and influence on plant ecology.
Although the main thrust of his research always centred on the Breckland, he took part in a combined Botany School initiative in 1936. J.S. Turner organized a 'Cam bridge Botanical Expedition' to Killarney to study the oakwoods and invited Watt to join it (21). This led to Turner and Watt visiting Scotland and selecting the Cairngorm mountains for two further 'expeditions' in 1938 and 1939 (30) , and to Watt taking over the leadership when Turner left in 1938 to take up a chair in Australia. W att's understanding of forest ecology was called on in 1938 in a context very different from British oakwood and beechwood. The British Ecological Society, as a result of the discussion following a paper on the classification of tropical woody vegetation types, set up a committee composed of P.W. Richards, Tansley and Watt, to prepare guidelines on the recording of structure, life form and flora of tropical forest communities (22) .
The British Association for the Advancement of Science met in Cambridge in 1938 and following the usual custom a book giving an account of the region was prepared for the meeting. W att contributed an account of the vegetation of the Breckland (19) and a chapter on climate (18). In The British Islands and their , which appeared in 1939, the account of beechwoods was based almost entirely on W att's work and Tansley acknowledged his help with the relevant chapters. In spite of these other contributions, W att's main work, on the Breckland, continued steadily through the 1930's and a number of papers on the vegetation, together with the first of what was to be a long series of papers on the ecology of bracken, had appeared by the end of the decade. Opportunities for field-work and publication were inevitably restricted during the Second World War. After 1945 he resumed a steady output of significant work which continued long after his retirement. His last paper, published in th o f Ecology (57), appeared 62 years after his first paper in that journal.
T e a c h i n g
W att wrote to Tansley in 1921 when he was, no doubt, pondering his future 'I should feel most content doing whole time research work but opportunities for this I am afraid are strictly limited or non-existent, when account has also to be taken of adequate remuneration' (quoted from Tansley MSS by Sheail 1987). In the event his career was spent as a university teacher and, as often happens, the dedicated research worker proved to be an outstanding teacher.
His first post was lecturer in forest botany and forest zoology. At that time forest botany was concerned largely with the systematics of trees and forest zoology with animals that damage trees. W att's interpretation was to view the subject as the biology of the forest. Thus his 'first lecture on forest zoology was on earthworms, i.e. on creatures whose influence on the welfare of trees is considerable. That is to say my approach was positive. I wanted to understand what was happening in order if possible to promote the welfare of trees rather than simply to deal with damage when it occurs' (ASW).
In the Botany School, his teaching was very largely in ecology, but he also gave a course on conifers and provided a short course on forestry for agriculture students. His lectures often appeared simple, but this was deceptive. They involved a clear exposition of facts which were then skilfully brought together to provide an illuminat ing insight into the topic under consideration. He avoided all showmanship and playing to the gallery, but to those prepared to be interested his lectures were lucid and inspiring. Teaching in the field, if it is to be more than a conducted tour of what is there, is never easy; W att's field classes were models of what a field class should bea seminar in the open air. 'Most notable it was in the field, when he was explaining and interpreting the changes he had recorded in his Breckland plots, that students felt they were privileged to be in the company of someone with exceptional gifts' (Gimingham 1986) . Many look back on his teaching as a major influence upon their approach to ecology.
Perhaps inevitably, when the need for expensive equipment and the consequent requirement for funding leads to teamwork in research, research students are increas ingly treated as research assistants. W att's approach was very different. There was no attempt to build a 'research school'. His research students were encouraged to pursue their own distinctive topics. He was there to provide support and advice, but their work was their own. His reward was their affection and their great respect for him as a scientist. His approach is brought out by D.H. Ashton, who, though not formally one of his research students, was greatly influenced by him during W att's visit to Australia (see below p.418) 'I was poised to take full impact of a new intellect and a penetrating, perceptive mind. My life changed direction and I have never again looked back. From the start we got on "like father and son". I saw, for the first time, a glimpse of the whole interacting display of forest and landscape and learned how to observe detail, to think intuitively, to reason and test hypotheses'.
S c i e n t i f i c c o n t r i b u t i o n

Woodland
In his first publication (1), on the failure of regeneration in British oakwoods, Watt combined acute field observation with simple experiments to show that failure of regeneration resulted partly from predation of the ungerminated acorns and partly from conditions inimical to germination. He demonstrated that birds and both larger (rabbits) and smaller animals (e.g. mice) contributed to the destruction of the acorn crop and to damage to seedlings, none of which survived in open ground.
Experiments on water uptake in relation to germination showed that acorns have two chances of germination if other conditions are favourable: a) if they have not lost >10% weight by water loss, b) if they have lost >10% but <27% weight and are in contact with a film of water. Vegetation which prevents acorns reaching the ground surface and so leads to excessive water loss is an important factor in preventing regeneration.
In the historical context he suggested that as land use practices changed, the reduction in carnivores had resulted in much larger populations of small mammals and birds. W here pigs were driven into the forest for pannage in earlier times, trampling the acorns into the soil, the acorns were both concealed from predators and less subject to excessive water loss, resulting in better regeneration.
A similar approach to regeneration in beechwoods (2) showed that small mammals are the principal predators of beech nuts, almost all being destroyed in poor mast years. Germination depends on the nuts being covered by earthworm excrement or on conditions of high humidity and rainfall, but, although contact with liquid water is necessary, it is reduced by a high water table. Seedlings are subject to invertebrate attack, reducing energy accumulation capacity. In good mast years the percentage of seedlings succumbing is lower. In low light intensity the effect of invertebrate attack is greater. The development of Rubus or thickets of ash, birch or sycamore prevents the establishment of beech until that herbaceous or shrub vegetation is partially suppressed by the action of other plants.
Five seres leading from grassland to beechwood can be recognized (3). They are correlated with soil conditions ranging from the shallow highly calcareous soils of escarpments and valley slopes to the deep loamy soils of plateaux and valley bottoms. On the deeper soils there is a scrub phase. Before the beech establishes, ash (on the shallowest soils), a mixture of ash and oak (on intermediate soils) or oak (on the deepest soils) develops.
Regeneration within established beechwood depends on the formation of gaps (4). The gap is invaded by species such as ash and sycamore. If gap formation coincides with a full mast year, a peripheral zone of beech may develop, The dense growth of ash is at first impregnable to beech, which can only enter when the ash canopy later opens out. The early stage of a new wood contains a mixture of ash and beech, but ash becomes subordinate as the wood ages.
Investigation of the Chiltern beechwoods (14,15) confirmed the relationship to soil type of the seres leading to beechwood, though there are differences from those on the more humid South Downs. There was evidence of soil degeneration under beech, so that beech cannot be regarded as climax over an indefinite period.
Watt was unable to complete his work on planted beechwood in Scotland (p.408 above) but showed that the grassy vegetation of beech shelter belts was determined by degree of exposure and could be related to heath and dry oakwood. On more fertile soils a herbaceous beechwood could be related to the damp oakwoods of lighter loams. Although beech is introduced in N.E. Scotland, it is able to invade conifer woodland and rowan-birchwood, being taller-growing, more shade-enduring and having a more diffuse root system than the trees with which it competes (10,11).
On the South Downs, yew woods are found in some sheltered valleys, where beechwood might have been expected. Yew cannot establish directly in grassland but can do so in scrub, where it is protected by juniper or hawthorn. Some occurrence of yew in the normal succession to beechwood does not lead to the establishment of yew wood, which develops only where beech has not yet invaded. Regeneration of the yew does not occur in the mature yew wood, seedlings succumbing to rabbit attack in the absence of protecting scrub (6).
The vegetation
Watt had recognized the potential of Lakenheath Warren as an area for observation and experiment (p.7 above) and much of his field-work was carried out there, though he frequently quoted data from other parts of Breckland. He recognised tuca grassland of varying composition as the major vegetation type, but heather, Calluna, sand sedge, Carex arenaria, and bracken, Pteridium, were potential invaders and possible dominants. He rejected Farrow's (1925) simple explanation that the balance between these four types is determined solely by the intensity of rabbit grazing; this obscures the primary difference determined by soil. He investigated the formation of blow-outs in the sandy soil, and the origin of Festuco-Agrostidetum on the newly exposed sand. Significantly, he noted from the beginning of his work on Breckland the occurrence of cyclic phenomena, succession occurring as a series of progressive and retrogressive phases separated by a peak (16, 17, 20) .
The grassland shows much variation in floristic composition and physiognomy. W att distinguished seven types, A -G , determined by differences in the soil. The soil is derived from chalky boulder clay and the different types show a series of stages in the development of a podsol from the highly calcareous immature soil of stage A to a deep well-developed podsol in stage G (23).
Having established the importance of soil factors in determining the composition of the vegetation, W att turned to consider the effects of grazing by rabbits. In 1936 he had set up in each of the grassland types plots from which rabbits were excluded, together with control plots on which grazing continued. A number of these plots were lost during the War, when Lakenheath W arren was used for tank training, but sufficient remained for W att to monitor changes in grassland A, a floristically fairly rich open community on highly calcareous soil, grassland B, a calcareous grassland with typically continuous turf and floristically the richest type, and grassland F, acidiphilous and species-poor on an infertile podsol. He made detailed observations on the plots each year (with few exceptions) for a prolonged period -the last observations recorded in his publications were in 1973.
The results represent one of the most, if not the most, complete accounts available of change in vegetation over a prolonged period, and were reported in a series of papers from 1957 to 1981 (38,39,40,42,53,56,57) . Each type showed marked change in the absence of grazing. In grassland A there was a change in dominant from Festuca ovina to Hieracium pilosella and then to Thymus drucei. In Grassland B Festuca rose to dominance, at first as an even-aged population but later developing a mosaic of different phases. In grassland F, previously dominated by the lichen Cladonia silvatica agg., Festuca became dominant.
The major interest in these results is less in the occurrence of these more obvious changes than in the processes by which they took place. By his intensive recording W att was able to distinguish competitive effects from those of seasonal and annual differences in weather, and of the availability of migrules. He noted the importance of the reduced competitive power of a dominant under grazing and emphasised the part that accumulation of litter from a dominant many play in inducing further change. Not least, he produced abundant evidence from fluctuations in the representation of individual species of the danger of attempting to characterise a vegetation type from data obtained over a short period only.
Bracken
In the course of his investigation of Breckland vegetation, Watt became particularly interested in the behaviour of the rhizomatous fern, bracken, Pteridium aquilinum. Bracken advancing into grassland is initially represented by scattered short fronds, followed by denser taller fronds, eventually forming a continuous canopy. Thereafter the fronds are somewhat shorter, though still dense. The rear of this marginal belt has an often well-marked boundary, separating it from a hinterland in which the bracken, though still abundant, has patches of different frond types. In the hinterland there may also be patches in which frond types corresponding to those of the marginal belt are concentrically arranged.
In an attem pt to explain these features, W att started what was to be a long series of observations and experiments. Evidence from soil analysis and application of fertilisers indicated that the varying density and performance of the fronds could not be related to availability of major nutrients (24, 43). He turned to the morphology of the plant for a possible explanation. The rhizome forms a sympodium-like system in which three types of branch, described by W att as long, short and intermediate shoots, can be distinguished. Long shoots, those with long (30-40cm) internodes (distance between successive branchings), grow in more or less the same plane as the parent axis and in the deeper soil layers. Short shoots, those with very short (0.5-2cm) internodes, grow perpendicularly or obliquely upwards and are the only ones to bear fronds. Intermediate shoots grow very obliquely upwards, becoming horizontal at a higher level. In the marginal belt the main axes run parallel, giving off branches on either side, but there is no regularity in direction of rhizomes in the hinterland. (24) Examination of the dimensions of fronds at successive positions across the marginal belt showed that there were clear trends related to position, in particular that the ratio lamina/petiole fell from the advancing margin to the region of maximum height, rising slightly to the back of the marginal belt. In the hinterland, patches corresponding in rhizome and frond characteristics to different positions in the marginal belt occur, but, correlated with the smaller size of plants (in terms of length of connected rhizome), the absolute dimensions tend to be less. As the frond types in the marginal population show a sequence in space and, at any one place, a sequence in time, so in the hinterland there is a pattern of phases, which themselves form a sequence in time. The structure of the population in the hinterland, which is stable overall, is thus interpretable on a dynamic basis (25, 27) .
W att distinguished the phases as pioneer, building, mature (the zone of maximum height in the marginal belt) and degenerate. Not only were the phases distinctive in the characteristics of the bracken in them but also in the accompanying species and the amount and state of litter (28).
With the basic pattern of the bracken population elucidated, W att considered the effect of frost and litter on its behaviour. Fronds begin to differentiate from buds on the short shoots during the summer. Both rhizome apices and young fronds are susceptible to frost damage. Severe winter frost will kill fronds nearer the soil surface but sufficient deeper buds and young fronds remain available to produce mature fronds. Spring frosts may kill emergent fronds, but a differentiating frond on the same short shoot then grows faster. Spring frost has little effect on the advancing front of the marginal belt, but severe winter frost, capable of reaching the deeper buds, occasionally checks the advance. The rear, retreating, margin is more affected by frost. The shallower shoot and frond apices are more susceptible to frost, and wastage of accumulated litter occurs at a faster rate than the less dense population of smaller fronds can replenish it, reducing the protection which litter provides. Experimental addition of litter reduced the rate of retreat of the rear margin (32, 33).
The importance of litter was investigated in considerable detail. Observations after cutting or burning of the bracken, which leaves a patchwork of litter, and the results of experimental removal of litter from defined patches, indicated that rings result from greater frost damage where there is least cover of litter remaining. Litter acts in two ways, as a protection against winter frost, and indirectly by delaying emergence of fronds and thus reducing their liability to damage by spring frosts. Well-defined rings without fronds are confined to dense bracken, where the surrounding bracken forms a wall checking free air-movement and fostering accumulation of cold air (37).
Litter is an important factor in the fall in height of the bracken in the distal part of the marginal belt. As the primary axis decays and laterals become physiologically independent, the effective size of plant decreases, with resultant production of smaller fronds. Consequent decrease in the production of litter leads to greater liability to frost damage and less protection of emergent fronds. Similar degeneration occurs in the patches of the hinterland. Whatever the primary cause, frost and drought are contributory causes both directly by weakening the plant and indirectly through the amount and kind of litter produced (47, 48) .
The primary cause of the change from marginal to hinterland plant, which may be regarded as the symptoms of senescence, is the plant's reaction on itself. In the invading marginal plant there is increasing competition until the maximum density is reached and reaction on the root and rhizome system occurs through the amount and kind of litter produced. Litter acts in two ways with opposing effects. A bundant L litter (litter s.s.) protects from winter frost and drought, and, by delaying emergence, from spring frost. F (fermentation layer) and H (humifaction layer) litter induce a concen tration of roots within them, resulting in a rise in the general level of the shoot system and greater vulnerability to frost and drought. With age the F and H layers increase relatively to the L layer (46, 51, 54) .
It was a source of regret to Watt that his wealth of data on bracken could not be made to conform to the rather restricting format of the Biological flora o f the British Isles.
Pattern and process
W att's most influential publication was his Presidential Address to the British Ecological Society in 1947, 'Pattern and process in the plant community' (29). In this he crystallized the concept of the plant community as a mosaic of patches at different stages of a repetitive cycle of composition, in which biomass alternately increases and decreases. The cycle is maintained because the reaction of one stage on soil and microclimate causes the change to the next stage. In some communities the different stages have different dominant species. In others the stages are marked by differing performance of a single dominant passing through a pioneer phase in which new individuals establish, a building phase of increasing abundance and vigour, a mature phase of maximum biomass and competitive strength and a degenerate phase of decreased biomass and vigour.
He cited seven principal examples, six of which were derived from his own work (beechwood and grassland A, acid grass-heath and bracken in Breckland) or work with which he was closely connected (dwarf Callunetum and eroded Rhacomitrietum in the Cairngorms). His seventh example, the Sphagnum regeneration complex of bogs originally described by Osvald (1923) , is the only one about which doubts have since been raised whether the interpretation is generally applicable (Ratcliffe 1964) .
A further development was his demonstration, from heather and bracken, that where two dominants are in contact, the outcome depends on what phases are involved, the mature phase of each species being competitively the strongest (35, 50) .
It is always difficult to determine precisely what has brought about the development of a new concept. Foresters, in particular, were aware of patchiness of regeneration within a 'uniform' community, but it was W att who went on to present a coherent concept of community structure as a form of dynamic stability and applied it to vegetation in general. This came to be widely accepted and its influence can be seen in much work even when it is not directly quoted. As D r P.J. Grubb has put it 'the concept of pattern and process is [now] embedded in the folk memory of ecology'.
Conservation
Watt was clearly in sympathy with the conservation movement but he was concerned about the lack of sufficient understanding of plant communities to enable them to be managed for conservation. H e wrote in 1964 (in a letter to Professor H.M. Raup) 'So much of the [British] vegetation we want to preserve is serai that more is required than just to prevent it from changing towards the climax.... we must also control proportions and adjust balances between species. And the way of doing this we have got to find out. In this respect botanical knowledge (except forestry) lags far behind the admin istrative in the management of the Nature Reserves'. He was evidently disappointed in the 1970 symposium on the management of animal and plant communities of which he was a joint organiser. He wrote of it (in a letter to Professor B.A. Abeyrickrama) 'We had a big symposium in July on the scientific management of plant and animal communities. There were many there: but whether it achieved the aims of the organizers I doubt very much. Our object was to draw people's attention to the need for the necessary information, and for the necessary kind of information if we are to manage communities on an intelligent basis and not on trial and error. Some appar ently attended in the hope of receiving the necessary information handed to them on a plate; not realising that in general the necessary information does not exist in the requisite detail to enable one to predict what will happen in given circumstances. We just hope that some people will see the light'.
He published little overtly concerned with conservation. His paper on management for survival of Breckland rarities demonstrated that effective management depends on detailed knowledge such as he had accumulated for Breckland (52). Conservation ists were no doubt somewhat surprised by his demonstration of the value of moles as a tool in the management of ungrazed chalk grassland; by their provision of bare soil they provide a habitat available to competitively weaker species (53).
Research approach
W att's approach was essentially 'plant-centred'. H e had a thorough understanding of the importance of soil, climate and biotic factors, but viewed them in terms of their influence on the individual plant. His early training in forestry no doubt contributed to his interest in the performance of individuals. He started research at a time when succession was a major topic of interest and Tansley's suggestion that he work on regeneration of oak and beech turned his attention to the problems of understanding vegetation change. His earlier publications show an increasing realization that change is not necessarily unidirectional, as in the original concept of succession, but may be cyclic, needing study of the mechanisms of self-perpetuation for its understanding. This led on to the concept of dynamic stability presented in his 1947 paper on pattern and process.
In his first work he followed the fate of crops of seedlings, one of the earliest examples of what has since burgeoned into 'plant population biology'. He was a strong advocate of long-term observations and it was long-term .observations that enabled him to elucidate the changes in Breckland vegetation in such detail. H e also strongly advocated the use of experiments in the field -exclosure against predators, addition of nutrients, removal or addition of litter, sowing of seeds of relevant species etc. -but he had less use for experiments away from the plant in the field. 'Separate experiments by themselves are not really significant unless seen in relation to the whole from which they come' (letter in 1969 to Professor B.A. Abeyrickrama). He was less at home with more recent developments in plant physiology and in methods of statistical analysis (though he used simple statistical methods to good effect and was indeed one of the earlier ecologists to do so).
His publications show that he had devoted much thought to their presentation and he drew attention to possible doubts or limitations to his conclusions. Dr G. Salt, a colleague at the Imperial Bureau of Entomology in 1929, who had then just returned from Harvard, where frequent publications were expected from young research workers, recalls asking him how many papers a year would be expected of him. Watt replied that in his view it was not a matter of how many papers a year but of how many years to a paper! T r a v e l a n d r e t i r e m e n t
In his early years Watt had little chance of travelling abroad. The First World War had prevented his studying in Germany as he had planned. He made brief visits to Denmark in 1927 and to Germany in 1931. At a time when he might have travelled more there was the Second World War and he did not get his first real chance until 1950. Professor Turner, who had been a colleague in the Botany School before the War, approached Mrs Watt and asked what her reaction would be to an invitation to him to visit Australia for a year -he realized that with three children still at school it would be impossible for them both to go. Mrs W att's reaction was positive and he was invited to be a visiting lecturer in Turner's department in the University of Melbourne for the academic year 1950-1. Turner writes of his visit: Alex's lecturing load was not heavy and he made a point of getting out into the field as often as possible, mid-week, weekends and on vacations. We found him a delightful companion and one who was delighted to help in practical work and in discussion. He became, of course, very interested in the behaviour of bracken in the Australian context -and was quick to point out that our common bracken was not Pteridium a as then
Victoria, but P. esculentum of the Pacific area. Watt decided to set up some experimental plots, on the lines of those he had in Britain, but was anxious to find an area where wild fires would not destroy the marked plants etc. In the end we found a most suitable area on a private farm, but sadly this was the first area to be scorched in the next outbreak of fires quite close to Melbourne. Alex found the reactions of our vegetation to intense and frequent fires of great interest and it is a great pity that we were not able to get him to come back for a further period'.
D.H. Ashton writes of his impact on Australian ecology:
Australia had been under the influence of agricultural scientists, a very few foresters and the broad scale ecology of the 1930s. The country was designed for that approach -huge tracts of land, old landscape, edaphic complexes and the perennial catastrophes of fire, flood and insect plague. In general the few ecological pioneers had gone their own way with peculiarly Australian problems. Dynamics were perceived from a distance. A.S. Watt's contribution to this country was to change the ecological focal length of these and other people and to inspire the aspiring young ecologists of the day. It was his concept of a plant-centred view of the environment that took hold, i.e. the need for autecology as a base from which to proceed to synecology. Undoubtedly the Biological Flora of Britain was the mainspring.
A lack of tradition and long term observation was obvious in this country. 'Nature Study' was for amateurs. However, the wealth of this sort of information was invaluable for the ecology for the British Isles.
So Alex Watt had a field day. He quietly and unobtrusively bombarded me and everyone else with questions about the species and vegetation he saw. Why was this species here? Why is this one dying, what are the limits of its root system, what is the longevity of its seed, how far are they dispersed, and so on? We are still trying to answer some of these questions.
So he made us think about structure and expand the periphery of the question with the aim of directing enquiry to a logical end. 'D on't forget the plant in the field' was a kind of mottono matter how far you stray into the realms of soil chemistry, plant physiology, climatic correlations or statistics'.
Watt greatly enjoyed the year in Australia. He travelled widely while he was there and was stimulated by his experience of Australian vegetation, which led him to write a perceptive critique of the relationship between climate, soil and plant form (34). Retirement gave him the opportunity for further travel. In 1963 he accepted an invitation to go to the University of Colorado as a visiting lecturer. H e gave some lectures but worked mainly at the University's Institute of Arctic and Alpine Research, where he was fascinated by the responses of plants to the subalpine and alpine environments. This time Mrs W att was able to go with him and they particularly enjoyed getting to know younger members of staff and graduate students.
On their way to Colorado they visited Harvard Forest in Massachusetts and Ann A rbor in Michigan. A sentence in a letter to Professor H.M. R aup beforehand shows W att's growing concern for the development of techniques of managing natural vegetation. 'I am particularly interested in studying the application or the possibility of the application of the ideas presented in "Pattern and Process" in the management of plant communities, both forest and communities in general'. Harvard Forest had suffered disastrous damage from a hurricane in 1938, forcing a rethink of management and research there. Raup recalls having lengthy discussions with him about these problems. Professor W.S. Benninghoff recalls that one of the high spots at Ann Arbor was a visit to Professor F.C. Evans' 'Old Field' where plant community structure, life histories and succession had been intensively studied, including approaches borrowed from W att's publications. Later they visited Berkeley in California and had a week in Canada before returning home.
In 1965 he was invited to spend a term at the University of Khartoum as a visiting professor. H e gave a course in plant ecology and joined students and staff on several field trips. These included a major expedition to Jebel Marra, some 500 miles west of Khartoum in D arfur Province, not an easy journey. Professor M. Kassas comments 'both he and Mrs W att were a source of inspiration and encouragement to the younger members of the expedition'.
For W att 'retirem ent' was largely nominal. He continued to work in the field and to produce a steady output of papers. He never lost his interest and enthusiasm for botany and plants, nor his penetrating understanding. A correspondent wrote to Mrs W att after his death: 
E x t r a -d e p a r t m e n t a l a c t i v i t i e s
W att served on various university and other committees, e.g. Nature Conservancy, Soil Survey, Breckland Committee, but he was not a 'committee man' in the sense in which the term is often used. 'In the course of my own life (and of course in studying one's fellows) I found out that most of my contributions to discussion were negative and at some stage (I cannot pin it down to a year or even a decade) I decided that in committees I would not critically analyse a situation or criticise an idea or person's approach and leave it at that.... I then decided that if I were critical I would follow up that criticism with something positive in the way of a helpful suggestion or proposal' (ASW). H e was actively involved for many years with the Norfolk Naturalist Trust, but his main contribution was to the British Ecological Society. He joined the society in 1919, when it was in its relative infancy, and was a regular attender at its meetings for very many years. He was a member of its council in 1932-5 and 1937-49, being honorary treasurer 1938-49, vice-president 1940-1 and president 1946-7 . He was elected an honorary member in 1960 and in 1970 was the joint organiser, with D r E. Duffy, of the society's annual symposium, on 'The Scientific M anagement of Animal and Plant Communities for Conservation'.
H o m e l i f e a n d o t h e r i n t e r e s t s W att was very much a family man. Mrs W att not only gave unstinted support in every aspect of home and family life; she took a real interest in his work and students. Their Sunday teas are remembered with gratitude by generations of students. They both enjoyed contact with young people. As the Reverend Ernest Marvin said in his funeral address:
You were, and are, a very close family man. [Dr Watt} found in all of you most of his needs fopr companionship and love fully met. He was a very private and family man. This being said it was all the more remarkable for such a private person how many people beat a path to his door to see him, and how many delighted in the privilege which was theirs to sit at his feet as a student, and how, among them, were so many young people who were profoundly influenced by his scholarship and presence. To the young especially he had a touching charisma, and he communicated with them over the so-called age-gap with consummate ease.
Watt was an elder and regular attender at St Columba's Presbyterian Church. He was a member of the House Committee of Westminster College, the Presbyterian theological college in Cambridge, where his advice on trees and garden were particu larly valued. He listed hill-walking as his only hobby and indeed his work was his main hobby. He was widely read and, in the best sense, a very literate man. (He wrote (58) of the pleasure he derived from reading the third book of H orace's Odes in Latin found in an abandoned dug-out in 1917). He and Mrs W att returned to Scotland once a year, except during the Second World War. He never lost his Scottish characteristics of speech and outlook (though he was on occasion heard to say that he feared he was losing his Scottish accent, an opinion for which his friends and students could find little evidence!) ' (Gimingham, 1986) Contributions to the ecology of bracken ( IV. The
H o n o u r s a n d d i s t i n c t i o n s
